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Abstract 
Suppose A is a zero-one n x n matrix, satisfying certain standard mild con-
ditions. Then, we define Cuntz-Krieger Algebra OA associated with the given 
matrix A. In fact, OA is generated by n partial isometries satisfying certain al-
gebraic conditions. Moreover, OA is a generalization of Cuntz Algebra On- We 
will study the basic properties of OA in chapter 2. We prove that Oj^  is purely 
infinite if A is irreducible. By Brown's result in [3], we get OA is real rank zero 
in this case. 
As OA is well-defined only if some standard mild conditions on A are satisfied, 
we define the universal Cuntz-Krieger Algebra AOA associated with the matrix 
A (fewer conditions on A is assumed here). In fact, AOA is isomorphic to Oj^ 
when A satisfies condition (I). We prove that the set of gauge-invariant ideals of 
AOA is closely related to the collection of hereditary subsets of F^. On the other 
hand, OA is shown to be simple if and only if A is irreducible. Moreover, each 
non-gauge-invariant ideal must contain a unique maximal gauge-invariant ideal. 
Finally, a description on the topology on the primitive ideal space of AOA will 
be given in chapter 4. 
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This thesis is a survey on Cuntz-Krieger Algebras, basing on the works of 
Joachim Cuntz, W. Krieger, Astrid An Huef and Iain Raeburn. 
In [4], Joachim Cuntz defined a class of simple purely infinite C*-algebras 
generated by isometries(t^ is an isometry if u*u = identity). In fact, for n > 
2, the Cuntz Algebra On is the universal C*-algebra generated by isometries 
n 
Si, S2,..., Sn such that ^ S{S* — identity. 
i=l 
In [5], J. Cuntz and W. Krieger generalized the class of Cuntz Algebras. For 
an n x n matrix A with entries in {0 ,1 } . Let *9i, S2,..., Sn be partial isometries 
(acting on some Hilbert space) satisfying certain algebraic conditions associated 
to A. The Cuntz-Krieger Algebra OA associated with A is defined to be the 
C*-algebra generated by Si, S2,..., Sn (with a further assumption on A). 
By analogy of the structure of On, we are led to investigate the structure of 
OA- In [5], Cuntz and Krieger showed that OA is uniquely determined by A. 
But the complete proof of purely infinite property of OA is not available in the 
literature. In this thesis, we will try to give a complete proof on this fact(see 
p.28). Moreover, it is well known that OA is simple if A is irreducible. We will 
prove that the converse is also true(see p.45). 
This article is divided into four chapters. 
In chapter 1, we give some background knowledge of C*-algebras, including 
their representation theory. Then, we introduce the basic results of primitive 
ideals, which is needed for studying the ideal structure of Cuntz-Krieger Algebras. 
In chapter 2，we give the definition of Cuntz-Krieger Algebras associated to 
each n x n matrix A provided that A satisfies certain conditions. Following [5], 
we prove the uniqueness of Cuntz-Krieger Algebras under the assumption that 
A satisfies condition (I). Assuming condition (I), we denote the Cuntz-Krieger 
3 
Algebras by OA- We then study some basic properties of 0 ^ , proving that OA is 
purely infinite and real rank zero if A is irreducible (see p . l l ) . 
In chapter 3, we try to drop out the assumption that A satisfies condition 
(I). Following [9], we give a generalization of O^- We introduce the Universal 
Cuntz-Krieger Algebras AOA associated to each n x n matrix A provided that 
A satisfies some certain conditions(but no need to assume A satisfies condition 
(I)). Furthermore, we will also consider the gauge action on AOA-
In chapter 4，we first study the relation between gauge-invariant ideals of 
OA (or AO^) and hereditary subsets of FA (see p.38). We prove that there is 
a lattice isomorphism sending hereditary subsets of F^ to gauge-invariant ideals 
of AOA- Under a stronger assumption that A satisfies condition (II), we can 
prove that the above isomorphism give a 1-1 correspondence between hereditary 
subsets of r ^ and ideals of OA- We will also show that OA is simple if and only if 
A is irreducible(assuming A satisfies condition (I)). Moreover, the primitive ideal 
space of AOA is also considered in this chapter. 
Chapter 1 
Preliminaries 
1.1 A Summary on C*-algebras and their repre-
sentation theory 
Definition 1 .1 .1 Let A be a Banach algebra over the complex field C . An invo-
lution on A is a conjugate-linear map: a G A ^ a* G A such that 
1. a** = a 
2. {ab)* = b*a* 
3. ||a*|| = ||a| 
for any a, b G A. 
In this case, A is called a *-Banach algebra. The element a* is called the 
adjoint of a. If a = a*, then a is said to be self-adjoint and we denote the set of 
all self-adjoint elements of A by Aga-
Definition 1 .1 .2 A C*-algebra is a *-Banach algebra A such that ||a*a|| = ||a|p 
for any a G A. 
From now on, let A be a C*-algebra. 
Definition 1.1.3 : 
1. A representation of a C*-algehra A is a pair (H, 0) where H is a Hilhert space 
4 
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and (/>: A — C{H) is a *-homomorphism. 
2. A representation {H, ¢) of a C*-algebra A is said to be faithful ifcj> is injective. 
3. A representation {Ji^ ¢) of a C*-algebra A is said to be non-degenerate if the 
closed subspace [4>{A)7i] coincides with 7i where [(f)[A)TC[ is the closed suhspace 
spanned by <^(a)$, a G A, ^ G H. 
4. A closed suhspace Ki of7i is called an invariant subspace of{7i, ¢) if4>{a)K C K 
for every a G A. 
5. A representation {7i, ¢) of a C*-algebra A is said to be irreducible if { 0 } and 
7i are the only invariant subspaces of (7Y, ¢ ) . 
6. If (7^A, 4>x)xeA is a family of representation of A, then the direct sum is the 
representaion {H, ¢) where H = {(60AeA | Yl ||^ A|P < 00} omd 4>: A — C{H) by 
AeA 
a H ^{a) where {^{a)){Cx)x&A = {^x{a)^x)xGA-
7. An element a is said to be positive i f a — b*b for some element b in A. 
8. A linear functional r on A is said to be positive if ^{a*a) > 0 for every a € A. 
Moreover, r is called a state if ||r|| = 1. 
Let A be a C*-algebra and r be a positive linear functional on A. Let N^ = 
{a G A I r(a*a) = 0} which is a left closed ideal of A. It is easily checked that the 
map : {A/Nr)^ ~> C， { a ^ N r , b + Nr) ^ r{b*a) is a well-defined inner product on 
A/Nr- We denote the Hilbert completion of A/N^ under the above inner product 
hyHr. 
For each a G A, define (/>(a) : A/Nr 一 A/Nr by 0(a)(6 + Nr) = ah + Nr. It 
is easily checked that 4>{a) is linear and bounded. Moreover, we have a unique 
extension of cf)[a) to <pr[a) G C{7ir)- It is now straight forward to check that 
4>r : A 一 C{H^), a t"^  (/>T-(a) is a *-homomorphsim. 
Now, the representation (7ir, </>r) of A is called the Gelfand-Naimark-Segal 
representation ( or G.N.S.-representation) associated to r. 
Definition 1 .1 .4 Let A be a non-zero C*-algehra. The universal representation 
ofA is the direct sum of all representations {7ir, 4>r) where r ranges over the set 
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of all states on A. 
T h e o r e m 1 . 1 . 5 I f A is a C*_algebra, then it has a faithful representation. Specif-
ically, its universal representation is faithful. 
Proo f : See [11, theorem 3.4.1 
Q.E.D. 
Definition 1.1.6 : 
1. Let {7i, ¢) be a representation ofA, ^ € H is called a cyclic vector for (7i, 0) 
if [^{A)^] = H. If {H, ¢) admits an cyclic vector, then it is called a cyclic 
representation. 
2. A pure state on a C*-algehra is a state r with the following property: for any 
positive linear functional p on A such that r — p is positive, there exists t in [0,1 
so that p = t r . 
T h e o r e m 1 . 1 . 7 Let A be a C*-algehra, and r be a state on A. Then there is 
a unique unit vector ^r ^ ^ r such that r{a) = {a + N” ^r) for every a G A. 
Moreover, ^r ^s a cyclic vector for (7Y, ¢) and 4>八0)€丁 = a + Nr for every a G A. 
Proof : see [11, theorem 5.1.1 
Q.E.D. 
We call ^r the canonical cyclic vector for {H, 4>). Given a state r on A, denote 
by [7tr, 0T,fr) the G.N.S.-representation of A corresponding to r. 
T h e o r e m 1 .1 .8 Let r be a state on a C*-algehra A. Then r is pure if and only 
if {7ir^ 4>r) is irreducible. 
Proof : See [11, theorem 5.1.6 
Q.E.D. 
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Definition 1 .1 .9 Two representations { 7 i i , ¢1)，(¾, ¢2) of a C*-algebra A are 
unitarily equivalent if there exists a unitary u : Hi — Ji2 such that u(|)i{a)= 
^2[a)u for each a G A. 
Remark 1 .1 .10 Unitary equivalence is an equivalence relation. 
1.2 Primitive ideals 
Throughout this section, let A be a C*-algebra. 
Definition 1.2.1 : 
A closed ideal I of A is said to be primitive if I equals the kernel of an irreducible 
representation of A. 
Notation: 
1. Prim(A) = the set of all primitive ideals of A. 
2. If S is a subset of A, then hull(5') = the set of all primitive ideals of A 
containing S. 
3. If R is a nonempty subset of Prim(^), then ker{R)=门 I. 
ieR 
Theorem 1.2 .2 I is primitive if and only i f I is the largest ideal ofA contained 
in Np = {a G A | p{a*a) = 0 } for some pure state p. 
Proof: see [11, theorem 5.4.2 , theorem 5.3.5 
Q.E.D. 
Theorem 1 .2 .3 For any closed ideal I ofA, we have I = ker(hull{I)). 
Proof: see [8, 2.9.7 . 
Q.E.D. 
From now on, throughout the thesis, all ideals are assumed to be closed. 
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Definition 1 . 2 . 4 A C*-algehra A is said to be primitive if the ideal { 0 } is prim-
itive. Or equivalently, there exists a faithful irreducible representation of A. 
Definition 1 . 2 . 5 A closed ideal I of A is said to be prime if Ji C I or J2 C I 
whenever J1J2(= Ji A J2) ^ I where Ji, J2 are ideals ofA. 
T h e o r e m 1 .2 .6 Let I be a primitive ideal ofA. Then I is prime. 
Proof: By theorem 1.2.2, I is the largest ideal contained in Np for some pure 
state p of A. Denote the irreducible representation and cyclic vector associated 
to p by (iJp, (j)p) and ^p respectively. Let Ji, J2 be ideals of A such that J1J2 C I. 
Then, J1J2 C Np. Suppose that J2 % Np, then ^p{J2)ip is a nonzero subspace 
of Hp which is invariant for (f)p{A). As the representation is irreducible, we get 
(/)p(J2)fp = Hp. Now, there is an element a G J2 so that 4>p{a)^p = ^p. For any 
b G Ji, we have ^p{h)^p — cj)p{ha)^p = 0 since J1J2 C Np. It follows that b G Np 
and therefore Ji C Np. By theorem 1.2.2, Ji C I. 
Q.E.D. 
T h e o r e m 1 .2 .7 There exists a unique topology on Prim{A) such that the closure 
of a subset R of A is given hy R = hull(ker{R)). 
Proof: Notice that the bar operation satisfies the Kuratowski's closure axioms 
so that the topology is well-defined and unique. 
Q.E.D. 
R e m a r k 1 .2 .8 The topology on Prim{A) is called the hull-kernel topology on 
Prim{A) • 
Notat ion 1 .2 .9 Let I be an ideal ofA. Write Prirn/{A) for the set of all prim-
itive ideals of A not containing I . 
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T h e o r e m 1 .2 .10 Let I be any ideal of A. Then the map 0 : Prim\A) ~^ 
Prim{I), J t~> J n I is a homeomorphism. 
Proof: Let hulli(i^) be the set of primitive ideals of L containing K. 
Let J G Prim'(A) and write J = ker((^p) for a pure state p of A Then 
the map 0"|/ : I ~^ C{[4>p{I)Hp]), a H <^ 5>p(a)|[^ p^(/)w"] is a nonzero irreducible 
representation of I. Notice that ker((^p|j) = I D J. Hence, 0 is well-defined. 
Given ker(^) G Prim(/) for an irreducible representation (^, JC) of I. Note 
that there must have an irreducible representation (jp, H) of A so that there is a 
subspace K! of 7i which is invariant under ¢{1) and (JC,妙）is unitarily equivalent 
to (X7，4>\i) (see [11, theorem 5.5.1]). Moreover, it is easy to check that ker{^) 2 / 
so that kei{4>) e Prim^(A). It is easy to check that ker(0) A I = ker(^). Hence, 
0 is onto. 
Suppose / i , /2 G Prim^(A) with h n I = h fl I. Then h 门 I C /2. By the 
primitivity of /2，I2 is prime. So /2 C /1. Similarly, /丄 C /2. Therefore 9 is 
injective. 
Let C be a nonempty closed subset of Prim(/), then C = hull/(ker(C)). 
Denote ker(C) by I' which is an ideal of I and A. Now, 
6Ti(C) = { J G Prim(^) | J 2 /，J H I D / ' } 
= { J e Prim(A) I J 2 I, J ^ I ' } 
=Fnm\A) H hulU(/) 
=Phm\A) n hulU(ker(hull^(/0)) 
which is a closed set in Prim^(A), so 6 is continuous. 
Let C be a nonempty closed set in Prim^(^). Write C = hulU(/ ') \ hulU(/) 
where V = ker(D) for some D C Prim(A). It suffices to show that 6{C)= 
hull7(r n I) = hull/(ker(hull^(7'门 / ) ) ) which is closed in Prim(/). 
For J G C = hulU(7') \ hulU(/), then J D I', J 2 I and J G Prim(^). 
Hence 6{J) = J n I 3 I' n I. Therefore, 6>(J) e hullj(/ 门 I') and we have 
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e{C) C hull/(/ n / ' ) . Conversely, for J G hull/(/ n I'\ then J = J' n I for some 
J' G Prim^(^) as 6 is onto. Hence, I n / ' C J C J'. As J' is primitive and 
I g J'，it follows that I, C J'. Therefore J' G hulU(/ ') \ hulU(/) = C and 
J = J' n I = 0{J') e 0{C). It completes the proof. 
Q.E.D. 
T h e o r e m 1 .2 .11 Let I be an ideal ofA, then the map 9 : hull{I) — Prim{A/I), 
J\~^ J / I is a homeomorphism. 
Proof: Let J G hull(/), then J = ker(0) for an irreducible representation 小 of A. 
As J C I, it defines an irreducible representation cj)' of A/I so that ker(0') = J/L 
Hence the map is well-defined. It is clear that the map is injective. 
Given any irreducible representation 4> of A/I^ let q : A — A/I be the quotient 
map. Then 0 o q is an irreducible representation of A. It is easy to check that 
ker(0 o q) C I and ker(0 o q)/I — ker(0). It shows that 6 is surjective. 
Let C be a closed set in hull^(/), then C = hull^(7o) for a closed ideal / � o f 
A with /o 3 1. Now, 
e{C) = { J / / | J D / o , J e P r i m ( ^ ) } 
= { J / I e Vvim{A/I) I J / I D / o / / } 
= h u l U / , ( / o / / ) 
which is a closed subset of Fiim{A/I). It shows that 6 is closed. Since 6 is a 
bijection, so it is open. 
Let D be a closed subset of Fhm{A/I), then D == hu l l� j ( Jo ) for a closed 
ideal Jo of A/L It suffices to show that 9~^{D) = hull^(g"^(Jo)) which is a 
closed subset of hulU(/) since q~^{Jo) contains I. 
For J e D, wehave6^-i(J) = q-\J) D q-^{Jo). Hence O'^D) C hulUO_i(Jo)). 
Conversely, for J G hulU(^'"^(Jo)), we have J D q~^{Jo) 5 I. So J/I G 
Pnm{A/I) and J/I 3 Jo. It follows that J = 6>_i(J//) e " ( D ) . 
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Q.E.D. 
Definition 1 . 2 . 1 2 Let B be a C*- algebra, then A is called a full corner in B if 
there exists a projection p G A such that A = pBp and A is not contained in any 
proper ideal ofB (equivalently, B = BpB). 
L e m m a 1 . 2 . 1 3 Let A he a full corner in a C*-algehra B and I is an ideal ofB. 
Then we have I = B { A n l ) B . 
Proof: It is clear that we need to show I C B{A D I)B. Write A = pBp for a pro-
jection p of A. Since A is full, for each positive element x in I, there is a sequence 
Nn Nn 
Xn = ^ bkpb'k with lim x^ = x^/^ . Hence, x 二 lim Y1 ^^¾^^/^¾/^¾, G 
fc=i 几—⑴ ^^^ k,k'=i 
B{AnI)B. 
Q.E.D. 
L e m m a 1 . 2 . 1 4 Let A be a full corner in C*-algebra B. Then Prim{A) = { J n 
y l | J e Prim{B)}. 
Proof: Given (0, H), an irreducible representation of B, then the map 0|^ : A ^ 
C{[<j>{A)Ji])^ a H ¢>{a)\[¢(^A)n] is an irreducible representation of A with ker(0|^) 
= ^ n ker(0). Hence, Prim(A) D {J fl A | J G Prim(5)}. 
Conversely, let (0, C{7i)) be an irreducible representation of A. Write A = 
pBp with B = BpB for some projection p of A. Define 小,:B — C(J~C) by 
b t~> (j){php). Then 0' is an irreducible representation on B with ker((^')门 A = 
ker((/>). 
Q.E.D. 
Corollary 1 .2 .15 Let A he a full corner in a C*-algebra B. Then Prim{B)= 
{BTB\JePrim{A)}. 
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Proof: For J G Prim(B), we have J n A G Prim(A) by lemma 1.2.14. Moreover, 
J = B{JnA)B by lemma 1.2.13. Hence Fhm{B) C {W^\J G Prim(^4)}. 
Conversely, for J' G Prim(A), there is J G Prim(B) such that J n A = J'. 
Then 'BJ^B = B{J^A)B = J e Fnm{B) by lemma 1.2.13. 
Q.E.D. 
1.3 Canonical form of a matrix 
Let n G N and E = {1, 2 , . . . , n} . Let A = {A{i^j))nxn be an n x n matrix with 
no zero rows or columns and A{i,j) G {0 ,1 } . For i,j G E, write i > j if there is 
a multiindex /i = (/ii, fj^2,..., fJ^k) with //i = i, fik = j and A(fj^, A^ /+i) = 1 for all 
1. 
Let [z] = { j G E I i > j > i } (may be empty) 
We say that z, j communicate if i > j > i. 
Recall that a n x n matrix B is said to be irreducible if for any i,j there is 
an m e N such that {B^)ij > 0). 
Theorem 1.3 .1 By permuting the set E； we can convert the matrix A into a 
canonical form 
^1 1^2 1^3 . . . Bin 
0 A2 • • . … B2n 
• • 參 • • 
• • • • • 
0 ••• . . ^ n - l Bn-ln 
\ 0 0 Au 
where each Ak is either an irreducible square matrix or a strictly upper triangular 
square matrix. 
Proof: See [13 . 
Q.E.D. 
Chapter 2 
Uniqueness and basic properties 
of Ol 
2.1 Uniqueness of Cuntz-Krieger algebra 
Throughout this chapter, fix a positive integer n and let S = {1, 2,.. .，n} 
Let A = (A(i,j))ijQ^, where A{i,j) G {0, l ) for any i,j G E and every row and 
every column of A is nonzero. 
Let (5^)ieE be nonzero partial isometries(u is said to be a partial isometry if 
uu* is a projection) acting on a fixed Hilbert space 7i satisfying the condition : 
f 1. PiPj = 0 ^ i ^ j 
( 4 . . . i 2 . C h = Y ^ A W y P j V z e E 
jes 
where Pi = SiS* , Qi = S*Si 
Now, let A denote the C*-algebra generated by Si's. 
Remark 2.1.1 : 
For i e E，{J2 Pj)Si = Si = Si{J2 P j ) , so ^ Pj is the unit ofA. Denote J^ Pj 
jeE J"GE jGS iGS 
hyL 
13 
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Example: Consider 
/ l •.. l \ 
A= ： •..； 
�1 …lJ 
the condition (A) becomes 
‘ 1 . PiPj = 0 Vz — j 
< 2. Qi = E Pj = 1 Vz G S 
jes 
In this case, it is well known that A = On, where On is the Cuntz algebra [4 . 
Notation : 
Let |jL = ( i i ,Z2,. . . , ik) be a multiindex with i j G E. We define 
1. |/i| = k = the length of jjL 
2. Write S^ = ^ ¾ ¾ • • • 知 which is a partial isometry. Moreover,let 6¾ = 1. 
3.Let P^, Qp be the final projection(i.e.5'^6'*) and initial projection(i.e.5'*5'^) of 
S^ for some multiindex fi respectively. 
4 . I fz /= ( i i , . . . , i z ) , we write fj,u = [h,...,ik,ji,...,ji). 
Remark 2.1.2 : 
Given j j , = (zi, i2,... ,ik) 
c* 0 0* c** c** c c c 
b》^x = ^ik . . . ^i2 ^il ^n ^i2 . . . ^ik 
=Sl---S:^J2A{z^,j)PjS.,---S,, 
i€S 
= A [ i i , i 2 ) S l ^ - - S l ^ S i r . S i k 
— . 
= A { i i , i2)A{i2, i3)... A{ik-i,ik)Qik 
As A { i J ) e { 0 , l],we have (¾¾)^ = {S;S^) 
Hence S^ is a partial isometry and S^ + 0 i f f A { i j , i j + i ) = 1 V j = 1” .. ,k-l 
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Now, let M-A = { ^ multiindex 1¾ + 0}. 
L e m m a 2 .1 .3 : Let j j i , v 6 M^. and 5*5^ + 0，we have 
(a) If |/i| = |z/|，then /i = v and S*Sjy = Q^ = Qi^ where /i = ( z i , . . . , ik) 
(b) If |/i| > |z/|; then ^ — v j j ! with |//'| = |/i| — \p 
(c) If |/_i| < | i / | , then V = / i i / with |z/| = |z/| _ |/i 
Proof; It suffices to show (a), but it follows from the fact that S*Sj = 6ijQi and 
Q i = Z M h j ) P r 
je^ 
Q.E.D. 
L e m m a 2 .1 .4 Every word W in Si, S*(i G T,) can be written as a linear combi-
nation of terms of the form S^PiS*. 
Proof: As S*Sj= 6ijQi, WLOG, assume W = A1A2 • • • ArB1B2 •. • B^ 
where A G {Si, Qi|i e E}, Bj G {S*, Qj | j G E} 
But as 
QiSj = Y,A{i,k)PkSj 
A:es 
= A { z , j ) S , 
and 
S;Qi = A{i,j)S] 
hence, 
W = S^Q1Q2 •. • QkSt 
By condition {A), Q1Q2 . • • Qk is a finite sum of P|s. 
Q.E.D. 
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Proposit ion 2 .1 .5 For each k G N， let Tk be the C*-algebra generated by the 
set {S^PiS*Wfi{ = \u\ = k,i G S}. Then Tk is a finite dimensional C*-algebra 
with unit and T^ ^ ^ + i . 
Proof: For each i G E, /i, v G M,A with |/i| = \u\ = k, 
we write £"二, = S^PiS*. Then we have 
^Mi ,J^1 E]|X2 ,^2 二 ^ 1 Pi ^h S^^i2 Pj S:2 
二 � 1 y^ 2 SjXi PiQui Pj^U2 
~ ^l^lfJ-2^ij^^Xl,U2 
Thus, for each fixed i G E, the nonzero elements among E\j^ forms a system 
of matrix units. Let J\ be the simple C*-algebra generated by {五二’" | /LL, v G 
A^A, IH = M = ^}- Then clearly T}, — 0 T\ is finite dimension and unital. 
?;GE 
Moreover, we see that 








^A = ^k 
—y k=o 
(i.e. J^ A is the inductive limit of Tk). Hence J^ A is an AF-algebra(i.e. An inductive 
limit of finite dimensional C*-algebras) [2 • 
Define a positive linear map 4>A ‘ 乂 ——�A by 4>A{^) = Y1 SiXS*. 
z€S 
Notice that ^\{X) = E SaXS* for any k G N. 
\a\=k 
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L e m m a 2 . 1 . 6 Every element in ^^^{A) commutes with every element in T^, 
\fk e N. 
Proof: Let 
X = E w � 
H=A:+1 
Y = S^PiS： 
where X' e A and |/i| = |"| = k, i G E. Then we have 
x r = ( [ s^x's:)s^p,s: 
|a|=fc+l 
= ^ 2 SfjLjX'S*jQnPiS: 
jeT. 
= S , i Y , S j X ' S ; ) P , S : 
jes 
— n c V", C* C* 
= 0 ^ 0 i y ^ o^ Oj^  
and 




= S ^ S i X ' S * S * 
Q.E.D. 
Let T>A be the C*-algebra generated by the elements of the form 4>\{Pi). By 
lemma 2.1.6, T>A is commutative. 
Let C(XA) be the C*-algebra of all continuous complex -valued functions on 
XA where X ^ = {(工於)於召凡|乂0^,3：知+1) = 1 VA: G N}. 
R e m a r k 2 . 1 . 7 By Stone- Weierstrass theorem, C{XA) is generated by all func-
tions of the form Xi 〇 cr^ =^ ^AiXi) where Xi is the characteristic function on 
Z(i)={x G X^|xi = i } , for i e E , j = 0’ 1, 2，.... 
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Proposit ion 2 .1 .8 There is a unique isomorphism w : VA ——^ C(X^) such that 
w{Pi) = Xi，for any i G S and w^AUJ~^{H) = <jJ(i7), for any H G C{XA)-
Proo f : One can easily check that the map 
w ： ^\{Pi) ^ a'i{xi) {i e E, j = 0,1, 2，...) 
extends to a well-defined isomorphism and clearly, such an isomorphism is unique. 
Q.E.D. 
Let Eo denote the set of all i G E for which there are at least two different 
multiindices /i = ( i i , . . . , v ) and v = ( j i , . . . , js) in M-A such that ii = ir = ji = . 
js — i (r, s > 2) while ik,ji + i for 1 < k < r, 1 < 1 < s. 
Definition 2 .1 .9 We say that a matrix A satisfies condition(I) i f f o r any i G E； 
there is a /i = { i i , . . . , v ) 6 M,A{^ > 1) such that i\ = i and ir G Eo-
Note: It is easy to check that if A is irreducible (i.e. Mi,j G E, 3m G N s.t. 
{A^)ij > 0) and is not a permutation matrix( A permutation matrix is a matrix 
with the properties : all entries are in {0 ,1 } and there is exactly one entry equal 
to one in each row and each column), then A satisfies (I). 
From now on, assume A satisfies condition (I). 
L e m m a 2 .1 .10 Suppose A satisfies condition (I). Then for any k G N，there is 
a projection Q G T>A such that 
QPi + 0 for all i G E 
and (/)^(Q)^(/)^(Q) = 0 for all fi e MA wUh 1 < |/i| < k and r > 0 
Proo f : As A satisfies (I), we can find an aperiodic sequence ；^⑷ G Z(i), i G E 
such that no translate of j：(') coincides with any translate of oc、』、for i ^ j . (i.e. 
the set Y = {:r“)K ^ ^ } satisfies a^%Y) n a^'{Y) = 0 for all r + s). 
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Note that for all k e N, and for all i G E, we have x ^ ¢. a7(rr" ) ) for all 
1 < j < k, 1 e E. 
Let mi,j,i 二 the minimal index m such that 工⑷爪 ^ "m for all y G cr�"^(:")). 
Let M 二 maa:{mi，j，+, 1 G S , 1 < j < k} < 00 
Now, put V = U ({4《)} X { 4 ” } X . •. X { x ^ } X E X E x •. •) n X ^ which is 
tGS 
an open and closed subset of XA and contains Y. Moreover, V 门 <^�"^ (V )^ = 0 for 
all 1 < j < k. Then, xv ^ ^ ( ¾ ) . By proposition 2.1.8, there is a projection 
Q G T>A such that w{Q) = Xv- Note that 
M Q _ ) ) = w{Q)w{<i>^m 
= w { Q y i { w { Q ) ) 
= X v . {xv。(^A) 
= ^ y ‘ Xa-Hv) 
= 0 for all 1 < j < k 
Hence, 
Q^i^{Q) = 0 for all 1 < j < k 
=> , A i Q W [ Q ) = 0 for all r > 0,1 < j < k 
=> E 碰 瓜 碰 优 = 0 
hj=j 
^ ( E </>A(Q)^ac/>:i(Q)S*)S^S;c/>:,(Q) = 0 for all |H = j, fi G M A 
H=j 
� ^\{Q)S^^\[QWj,{Q)S;4>\{Q) = 0 
=> • ^ S M Q ) = 0 for all r > 0, |^ | = j , 1 < j < k, 
Besides, w{QPi) = XvX< + 0 since ；^⑷ G Y H Z(i). Therefore, QP^ — 0. 
Q.E.D. 
R e m a r k 2 .1 .11 In lemma 2.1.10, it is easy to check that 
n M—1 
^y = E( Yl crf(Xi)). And since w : 4>\{Pi) 1——> crJ (xi)； hence Q G *-algebra 
i=l fc==o 
generated by {*Si, S2, •. •, ^n}-
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L e m m a 2 .1 .12 Let Q G T>A be a projection such that QPi + 0 for any i G E 
and let Qk = 4>\{Q)- Then the map : X \~~> Qk+i^ is a *-isomorphism from T^ 
onto Qk^iTkQk+i-
Proof: By lemma 2.1.6, the map is a well-defined *-epimorphism. Hence, it 
suffices to show the map is one-to-one. Recall that {5^P^5* • 0 | |//| = \u\ = k] 
forms a matrix unit for Tk-
For each x G Tk, write x = E X^^ ^,S^PiS* with Aj,^ ^ + 0 
Note that we have 
Qk^x^ == 0 =» Ofc+1 ^  X'^,,S^PiS* = 0 
=^ ^ 0 ¾ { Q k + i ^ 2 \]~i,i^s^j\si�SjjQS; = 0 
for all fMh "0 such that AJ^ 。，"。+ • for some i e S 
=^ Qk+1 J2 KoAPiS：, = 0 (Since S^S; e 八—i C ^ , 一 Qk+i) 
i 
^ o^+i(E i^to,.oi^o^.^)o^+i = 0 
i 
� Qk+iS^o^ioS*^Qk+i = 0 for some io G E 
Now, it suffices to show that Qk+iS^PiS*Qk+i + 0 for any (i,/i) G M^A, 
/i| = k. 
Suppose Qfc+i^5*Qfc+i = 0 for some “ G M A , M = ("i，"2, ‘ •. , "fc+i), then 
o = % + i & $ f t + i = ( E S M s : ) s ^ s ; i E SpQS;) = S^QS; 
|a|=A;+l |^ |=fc+l 
But 
S^QS； = 0 4 S;S,QS;S^ = 0 
� W _ W " _ = o 
=^  W ^ = o 
4 QPi = 0 for some i G E 
The proof is completed. 
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Q.E.D. 
Let V = *-algebra generated by {Si | i G E}. 
Remark 2.1.13 For any Y = S^S* G V where jjL, v G M,A- ^e ham the follow-
ing cases: 
case 1 : If |//| > \p\, then Y = ^ ( ¾ ^ * ) = S^Y' where fjL = fJ^ifi2, |A^2| = |H， 
Y'^TA 
case 2 : If \fi\ = \u\, then Y = Sf^S* G J^A 
case 3 : If |^^| < |z/|, then Y = 5^¾¾ = ^ ¾ where v = P1P2, |A^| = |z^2b 
r ' G TA 
By lemma 2.1.3, every element X e V can be written as a linear combination of 
elements of the form S^S*{fj,, v G A^A). Hence X can be written as a finite sum 
X = ^ X,Sl + X o + ^ S^X^ where X,,X^,X^eTA ……(*) 
IH>i l"l2i 
Proposition 2.1.14 The element X^ G J^A 切 the representation (*) of X is 
uniquely determined by X, moreover ||Xo|| < \\X\ . 
Proof: By lemma 2.1.10, for each positive integer k, there exists Q'k G T>A such 
that 
Q'kPi + 0 for any 1 e E 
and ^\{Qk)SMQ'k) = 0 V/i e MA with 1 < |//| < k and r > 0 
Then by lemma 2.1.12, the map : Tk ^ Qk+i^kQk+i, X \~~�Qk^\X is an *-
isomorphism where Qk+i = 0 P ( % + i ) . 
We first claim that QkF — FQk ~~> 0 as k — 00, for all F e J^A-
In fact, let F G J^A, and e > 0. Then there exists Fk G Tk such that ||F — Fk\\ < 
e/2. Then we have 
WQk+iF - FQk+iII = ||<3fc+iF — Qk+iFk + Qk+iFk — Fft+i|| 
< 2||F-Ffc|| < e 
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Therefore we have lim {QkF — FQk) = 0, for all F G J^A-
k—oo 
Since Qk+iFk = Fk for all k and by the above claim, we see that lim ||QfcF|| = 
k—oo 
|F|| for all F G J^A' On the other hand, by lemma 2.1.10, we have lim QkS^Qk = 
k~>oo 
lim QkS;Qk = 0. 
k^oo 
Now, if X G V with X = Y^ X,St + Xo + E S^X^ w h e i e X , , X o , X ^ e J ^ A 
WI>1 I"I21 
，then we have 
lim WQk^QkW = lim \\QkXoQk\ 
k^oo k—oo 
=|馬| 
Hence, we have ||Xo|| = lim ||QfcXQfc|| < \\X\ 
fc—oo 
Now, if X = Y. X'^Sl + X'Q + ^ Sf,X'^ is another representation of X 
IH>i l"l2i 
then 0 = X - X = E i K - ^ . ) ^ : + ( ¾ - ^o) + E S ^ X ; - X J 
IH>i N>i 
Then we have \\X^  — Xo|| < ||0|| = 0. 
The result follows. 
Q.E.D. 
Proposition 2.1.15 Let X e V. Then X = 0 iff {X*X)o = 0 = (XX*)o. 
Proof: {=>) Trivial. 
(<^) Let X = Y^ X^S； + Xo + E ^ ¾ . 
IH>i IH2i 
Then, 0 = (X*X)o = E S,X;X,>S,> + ^0*¾ + E X;Q^X^ M=|"'| ^^ 
So we have X^ = 0 and S^X^ — 0 for all //. 
Similarly, (XX*)o = 0 => X^S； = 0 for all v. 
Q.E.D. 
Proposition 2 .1 .16 Let (¾} he another family of nonzero partial isometries 
satisfying (A) and let P,’A be defined as above with respect to Si {i G E ) . Then 
<r 
兵 • 
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A 八 
(a) The map S^S* ^ S^S* {\fi\ = \u\) extends to an isomorphism from J^A onto 
/s 、 ^A' 1^ 
广、 八 __^  A 
:a (b) The map Si i——^  Si {i G E) extends to an isomorphism from V onto V. 
Proof: (a) Clearly, the map extends to a well-defined *-isomorphism ¢> from 
A 
••'  y Tk onto U Tk' As y Tk is an inductive limit of finite dimensional C*-
:.. k>0 k>0 k>0 
尝 algebras, it admits an unique C*- norm. However, X h~> ||(;z!)(X)|| is a C*- norm, so 
\X\\ = ||0(X)|| for all X G U ^fc- Hence, the map extends to an *-isomorphism 
k>0 
/N 
- from J^ A onto TA-冬 
(b) It suffices to show that the map is well-defined and one-to-one. 
i.e. X = 0 iff X = 0 for all X 6 V. 
However, we have 
X = 0 ^ {X*X)o = (XX*)o = 0 (by 2 .1 .15) 
^ (X*X)o = (XX*)o = 0 (by (a)) 
<^ X = 0 (62/2.1.15) 
Q.E.D. 
We now equip V with the largest C*-norm so that ||X||o = 
sup{||p(X)|| I p is a *-representation of V on a separable Hilbert space } 
and let A be the completion of V with respect to || ||o. 
Remark 2.1.17 • 
1. By proposition 2.1.14, the map : V — J^A, ^ ^ Xo extends to the following 
norm-decreasing positive linear maps f : A — J^A cmd f : A — J^A. 
/N A 
2. For any t G T (unit circle), let Si = tSi, for i G S， then ( & ) i e s satisfy 
(A). By proposition 2.1.16, Si ^ tSi extends to a map A, : A ~^ A (since || ||o 
is the largest C*-norm). On the other hand, XfXt = AfAt = id, hence Xt is an 
automorphism. 
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-"•"" ~ r* 
Proposition 2.1.18 For any X G A, we have f { X ) = J^ At(X) dt (dt = nor-
malized Haar measure). In particular, f : A ~> J^A «<5 faithful(i.e. X = 0 if 
X > 0 and f { X ) = 0). 
Proof : As the maps / and X n^ f^ At(X) dt both are continuous and linear, we 
need to show that the identity is true for X of the form 5^5* with yt/, v G MA-
Now, let Y = S^Sl, r = \fx\ - |z/| G Z, then 
入,(巧=fY and 
• 
f 0 r 一 0 
/ Xt{Y) dt = ^ T 
JT [ Y r = 0 
= f { y ) 
Q.E.D. 
Proposition 2 .1 .19 The identity map id : V — V extends to an isomorphism 
7T ： A 一 A. 
Proof : Clearly, we need to show that 7r is one-to-one. 
Note that for any X e V, we have f o 7r{X) = f { X ) = f { X ) = n o f { X ) 
As all maps are continuous, we have f o 7r{X) = vr o f { X ) for all X G A 
Now, suppose 7r{X) = 0 for some X G A with X > 0. Then we have 
/07T(X) = 0 力 7T(/(X))=0 
4 f { X ) = 0 (since f ( X ) G ^ ) 
By proposition 2.1.18, X = 0. 
Q.E.D. 
Theorem 2 .1 .20 Assume A satisfies (I) and {Si)i^j:, (5^)^^2 are two families 
of nonzero partial isometries satisfying (A). Then the map Si i——> Si {i G E ) 
A A 
extends to an isomorphism from A = C*-{Si | i G E } onto A = C*-{Si | i G E } . 
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/s Proo f : By proposition 2.1.16(b), the map Si ^ Si extends to an isomorphism 
/s 了 ^ 
from V onto V. Hence, the map extends to an isomorphism from A onto A. 
Then, the result follows from proposition 2.1.19 immediately. 
Q.E.D. 
Now by theorem 2.1.20, A is uniquely determined by the matrix A ( assuming 
A satisfies condition (I)). From now on, write OA for the C*-algebra generated 
by partial isometries Si + 0 {i G E) satisfying (A). OA is called a Cuntz-Krieger 
algebra. 
2.2 Basic properties of OA 
Throughout this section, assume that A satisfies (I). 
Proposition 2 .2 .1 If A is irreducible, then OA is simple. 
Proof : Let I < OA, and let p : OA ~~^ 0八11 be the quotient map. 
Suppose p[Si) • 0 for each i G E. Then {p{Si))i^^ satisfy (A) and hence 
OA = OA|I, by theorem 2.1.20. So I = 0. 
Suppose p{Sio) = 0 for some io G S. Then we see that 
p{QiQ) = 0. If A{io,j) = 1, then p{Si) = p^Qi^Sj) 二 0. Since A is irreducible, we 
have p{Si) 二 0 for all i G S 
Q.E.D. 
Recall that for any X G V, X can be written as the form 
X = Y 1 X^Sl + Xo + Yu S^X^ where X , , X o , X ^ G J^ A 
k|>l lA^ I>l 
By proposition 2.1.14, Fo : V ——> Tx by X \——> Xo is a well-defined continuous 
linear map. Moreover, Fo(X) = X for all X G V n JF4. 
For “ G MA. let Fp, F^* : V 一 J^A by F,{X) = Fo{XS,) and F , * { X ) = 
Fo{StX). 
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Remark 2.2.2 . 
1. Fjy, Fo, Fjy* extend to continuous linear maps from OA Mo TA and F^ is a 
conditional expectation. (A condition expectation is a onto linear map E : A 
(C*_algebra) — B (C*-subalgebra ofA) with the properties : ||E^(X)|| < \\X\\ and 
E{b) = b for all x G A, b G B.) 
2. For X G V, 7 G MA, write 
X = ^ Xj,Sl + Xo + ^ S^X^ 
IH>i IH2i 
=> XS^ = 〉 : Xi^S*Sj + XoSj + 〉 : s^x^s^ 
IH>i 丨必 
=^ (jr*S^)0 = X^S*Sry 
=> F^{X)S* = XyS*SjS* 
—x^s^ 
Similarly, SsFs* { X ) = SsXs for all S E E 
々 X = ^ F,{X)S: + Xo + ^ S^F^^ { X ) 
IH>i 丨必 
Proposit ion 2 .2 .3 Let X G O b i f F o { X ) = 0 = E S^F^* { X ) = E MX)S： 
|^=i \u\=i 
for all i e N，then X = 0. 
Proof: Assume that OA acts on a Hilbert space H. Let A G T (= unit circle). 
Then there is a *-representation 7Vx : OA ——�C(H) such that TTx(Si) = XS{ for 
i = 1, 2, •.., n. Note that 7Tx{S^Sl) = S^S^ for any |/i| = \u\, hence 7Tx{X) = X 
for any X G J^A- It suffices to show that i^x{X) = 0 for all A G T 
Now, for A G T, ^, r] G H with |<J| = 1 = |"|, define 
/ : T ^ C b y A K ^ < 7 T A ( X ) e , 7 7 > 
Take a sequence {Xk) in V such that Xk — X and define 
hk ： T — C by A H < 7Tx{Xk)Cv > 
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Note that ||/(A) — ^(A)|| < ||X — Xk\l for every IX G T ,k G N. So hk — f 
uniformly on T. 
Now, as Xk G V, we write 
Xk = Y . Y . F,{Xk)S: + Fo{X,) + 5；] X ^ S^F^4Xk) 
i>0 |i/|=i i>0 \^\=i 
Then 
hk{X) = <7Tx{Xk)^,T] > 
= Y l < X ^ F,{Xk)SXv > V + < Fo{Xk)tv > + X ^ < X ^ S,F^.{X,)^,rj > V 
i>0 |z^|=i >^0 |/^H 
= Y ^ d { h k ) X ' for any A G T 
iez 
where 
‘<Fo{Xk)C,r]> ,i = 0 
c “ � ) ： <|J,Z"*(A)(">，z�0 
< E F,{Xk)SXv> � < 0 . |"|=i 
As hk — f uniformly on T, we have Ci{hk) — Q ( / ) as k — 00 for any i G Z. 
Therefore, we have 
‘<Fo(X)e,77> ,2 = 0 
c . ( f ) = l < E S , F , . { X ) ^ , v > , i > 0 
^^J ) |/i|=i 
< E F , {X )S :^ , r j> , z < 0 . IH=^j 
By assumption, Q ( / ) = 0 for any i G Z 
^ / = 0 
力 7TA(X) 二 0 for any A G T 
4X = O 
Q.E.D. 
Corollary 2 .2 .4 For X G OA, we have X = 0 分 Fo{X*X) = 0 = Fo{XX*). 
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Proof: Let X G O i such that Fo(X*X) = 0 = Fo{XX*). 
Take a sequence ( ¾ ) in V such that Xk ~^ X , then 
X * X = lim X^Xk 
fc~>oo 
= l i m ( V F , ( X , ) S : + Fo(X,) + V S & ( ¾ ) ) * 
fc^oo ^ -^ A""•‘ 
M � 1 I"I>1 
( E F ^ X k ) S : + Fo(X,) + X ^ S , F , . { X , ) ) 
M � i l"l>i 
Since Fo{X*X) = 0, we see that Fo{X) = 0 = F y ( X ) for any “ G MA-
By considering Fo{XX*) = 0, we get F^(X) = 0 for any v G MA-
Then by proposition 2.2.3, X = 0. 
Q.E.D. 
L e m m a 2 ,2 .5 Suppose A satisfies (I) and irreducible, then for any jjL G MA, 
there is a coisometry V( i.e. VV* = 1 ) such that VSfj,S^V* = 1. 
Proof: Note that there is an element i G E such that (z, f i ) G J^A- W.L.O.G., 
assume i = 1. For any j G E, take tj G S such that A { t j , j ) = 1. As A satisfies (I) 
and irreducible, there is a u G MA such that (1, /i, ", ^i) G MA and no ti appears 
i n u. We can also find A i , A2 G M-A such t h a t (^i , A i , ^ i ) , (^ i , A2, ^ i ) G M - A w i t h 
Ai + X2 and no ti appears in Ai and A2. 
for j e S, let 
f j P � = (1, t^, V�^i, Ai, t i ,A i , t i , . . . , ti, Ai, ti,A2, t i , . . . , tj) 
产Ai • 
(Note: ti can join to tj since A is irreducible.) 
As Ai + A2, we have S;。、Sp” = 0 = S*^S# for any j + j*. 
Let V^  = E PjS:u�Sh then 
jes “ 
V y * = ^ PjS;u)SiSlS^,.,Pi 
ijei: 
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二 5 ] P j S : u ) S p P i (Since S > ( 1 ) = 1) 
i，jes 
= E P i S * # S _ P i (Since 5；(力5>) 二 0 = S > � S # � � 
ieE 




= Y ^ P i (Since A{U,i) = 1) 
ies 
= 1 
Note that for any j G E, we have 
&o)P).$(,) = SiS^SrPjS*S;S* for some r 6 M A 
< SiS^S;Sl (Since S^PjS; < 1) 
Now, 
VS^S*^V* = ^ PjS*^(^j)SiS^SlSlS^n)Pi 
i,j&^ 
> Y1 PjS*#、S_PkS;、k、S0Pi for all k e E 
ij.es 
= P k S ^ ( k ) S^(k) PkS^(k) Sj^{k) Pk 
=Pk 
as Pk 丄 Pk' VA; ^ k', 1 = E Pk < VS^S;V* < VV* 二 1 
fces 
Q.E.D. 
T h e o r e m 2 .2 .6 Suppose A satisfies (I) and is irreducible, then for any X G OA 
such that X + 0， there exists A, B G OA such that AXB = 1. 
Proof: Let X be a non-zero element in OA- By corollary 2.2.4, we have FQ{X*X) + 
0 or Fo(XX*) — 0. WLOG, assume Fo{X*X) ^ 0 and ||Fo(X*X)|| = 1. Choose 
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Y G V, Y > 0 such that ||X*X - y|| < e < 1/4. Then, 
WFo{X*X) — Fo{Y)W < ||X*X - y|[ < 6 
so we have 1 — e < ||Fo(F)|| < 1 + e 
As Y e V, write Y as the following finite sum : 
Y = E ^ - ( ^ ) ^ ^ + ^ o ( n + E ^ ^ M * ( n 
IH>i H>i 
Let s be the largest length of /i, p involved in the expression of Y. Then by 
lemma 2.1.10, there is a projection Q' such that Q'Pi • 0 for any i G S and 
( ^ ( Q ' ) 5 ^ A ( Q ' ) = 0 for 1 < |yu| < s, r > 0. Now take 1 �s such that Fo(y) G 
Ti and let Q = ^^):\Q'). Then we have QF^{Y)SlQ = 0 = QS^F^*(V)Q. Hence, 
QYQ = QFo{Y)Q. 
By lemma 2.1.12, we get \\QFo{Y)Q\\ = ||Fo(y)||. Then we have 
1 - e < ||Fo(y)|| = WQFo{Y)QW = \\QYQ\\ < 1 + e 
By remark 2.1.11, Q' G V, and so is Q. Hence, QYQ = QFo{Y)Q G J^ 
for some k G N. As Tk is finite dimension and QYQ > 0, there exist positive 
m 
入1,...，\m such that QYQ = ^ XiPi where pi,s are mutually orthogonal minimal 
i=l 
projections in Tk-
Since 1 — e < ||QyQ|| < l+e , there is a A^ g such that 1 — e < A^ ^ < l+e . Now, take 
any /i G M-A such that |//| = k + l. Then Sf^S* is a minimal projection in J^ k' So, 
there exists a partial isometry u such that u*u = pi。and uu* = S^S*. By lemma 
2.2.6, there exists a coisometry V such that VS^S*V* = 1. Let A = VS^S*uQ. 
Then 
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Now, we have 
|Ax*xA* -1|| s | | v 4 n # - AF^*|| + ||^rA* - 1 | 
< ||x*x-y|| + ||A,^-i|| 
< e + e 
< 1 
Hence, we can find a Z G OA such that {AX*)X{AZ) = 1. 
Q.E.D. 
Recall that two projections p, q in a C*-algebra A is said to be equivalent if 
there exists a partial isometries u in A with u*u = p and uu* = q. A projection 
is said to be infinite if it is equivalent to a proper subprojection of itself. A C*-
algebra is called purely infinite if every hereditary subalgebra contains an infinite 
projection. 
Corollary 2 .2 . 7 Suppose that A satisfies (I) and is irreducible, then O^ is purely 
infinite. 
Proof: By proposition 2.2.1, OA is simple. By theorem 2.2.6 and [7, theorem 
V5.5] which states that a simple unital C*-algebra U of dimension > 2 is purely 
infinite if and only if U have the following property : for every nonzero positive 
element a in U, there are elements x and y such that xay = 1, we get O^ is purely 
infinite. 
Q.E.D. 
Corollary 2 .2 .8 Suppose that A satisfies (I) and is irreducible, then OA is of 
real rank zero(i.e. invertible self-adjoint elements are dense in the set of all self-
adjoint elements). 
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Proof: By [3, proposition 3.9], simple unital purely infinite C*-algebras are of 
real rank zero. 
Q.E.D. 
Chapter 3 
A generalization of Oj[ 
3.1 Universal Cuntz-Kreiger Algebras 
Throughout this chapter, the notation is the same as in chapter 2. Recall that 
A is an n x n matrix with entries in {0 ,1} and with no zero columns or rows. 
However, we do NOT assume that the matrix A satisfies condition (I). A family 
{^}i€E of non-zero partial isometries is called a Cuntz-Krieger family if it satisfies 
the condition (A). 
T h e o r e m 3 .1 .1 There is a C*-algebra AOA generated by a Cuntz-Krieger family 
{si|iGS such that for every Cuntz-Krieger family {^j^gs acting on a Hilbert space 
H, there exists a *-representation n : AOA — C(^H) with 7r{si) = Si for i G S . 
Proof: Let SU 二 {(A ,^ ,^ " ) | A^ t ^ ¾ ^ MA) -
Let S^ 2^) be the set of all elements ((/i, 2,"), {a,j,p)) G 5U x 5U that satisfy one 
of the following conditions : 
(a) : there is a' G MA such that a = va' and i = a|^ |+i 
(b) : there is i/ G M-A such that u = av' and j = iy\a\+i 
(c) : a = V and i — j 
33 
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Define m : S^^^ ~^ SU by 
z 
(/i, i, Pv') if |z^| 2 \a 
m ( ( " , i , " ) , { a , j , p ) ) = 
(jm,, j , P) otherwise 
V 
Define an involution a : 5^ ~> *SU by a((/i, i, v)) = (", i, //) 
Now, let KA be the vector space of functions f : ^ � C with finite support. 
Note that the set {e^ | A G 5^} is a basis for KA where ex is the characteristic 
function on {A}. 
Now, define 
‘ 0 if (A, r ) i Sf 
eA6r = � 
�em(A,r) if (A, r ) G S y 
and et = e (^A). Then KA becomes a *-algebra and Ix^ 二 Y^ e(0,j,0) i^  the unit 
JGS 
of KA, where (0, j0) means that j G MA-
For i G S, let U = Y1 A{iJ)e(^ij^¢), then U's are partial isometries generating 
je^ ’， 
Kji. In addition, we have 
e{0,j,0)tjt*j = ^(0,i,0) Y^ Mh ^)%,fc,0) X ^ ^(i. Oe(0,/,j) 
fceE iGE 
二 ¥ ; 
= t j t * j H ^ , m 
Hence, for i in E 
t"iU = iYl Mh ^ )e(0,fc,o)(5Z ^ (^ '^ >(^ .i>0)) 
k j 
= ^ M ^ J ) ^ { 0 , m j 
> Y . A { i , 3 ) t j t ] 
3 
* 
Let J be the *-ideal generated by elements of the form t*ti - Y^ A { i , j ) t j t * . 
j 
Let q : KA — K^JJ be the quotient map and 7\ be the image of U under q, 
then {rJ ies satisfies the condition A. We first claim that J C span{e(c^,i^ _ 
Y^ A { j , k)e(^aj,k,f3j)}- In fact, for {a, j , p) in 6U, we consider the following three 
k ‘‘ 
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cases : 
case 1: As |/?| > 2, we have 
e(aj,/3)Uti = e(aj,/3)5Z^(^,O^(0,z,0) 
i 
=^(^,A)e(a,j,/3) 
e{aj,^)^M^JWi = e{a,mY.M^J)J2Mi,k)e^i,k,i) 
1 1 k 
=A{i,P1)A{p1,P2)eiaj^^) 
=A{i,pi)e(^ac,m 
Hence, e ( _ ( t i t ; — E M h k)tkti) = 0 
k 
case 2: As \f3\ = 1, we have 
e{aj,p)Uti = e(^ aj,p) Y l M h l)e(0,1,0) 
1 
=A{i,^)ei^a,j,/3) 
e(aJ,/3)5Z^(i,/M* = e(aJ,/3) J^ A(i, 1) ^ A{l, k)e|^l,k,l) 
l . l k 
= M h P ) A { p , j ) e i ^ a , m 
=M^^P)^{c,m 
Hence, e(a,jj3)(ti^i — E M h ^)W^) = 0 
k 
case 3: As |例 二 0，i.e. f3 = 0 
e(a,j,id)titi = A{i,j)e(^cc,m 
e{a,mY.Mhl)titi = e(«j ,0)^^(i,OX]^(^,^)e(z,M) 
l l k 
= M ^ . j ) ^ M j ^ f^)e{aj,k,j) 
k 
Hence, 
e(a,jM^iti — Yl Mh k)tktl) = A{iJ){e^aj,0) - Y^ A { j , k)e(^aj,kj)) 
k k 
Similarly, we have 
• 
0 a — 0 
(ti^i -Y,Mhk)tktl)e^am = .,. . . . v j , / M � fh 
V A(z, O(e(0,z,^ ) - E ^U, k)e(i,k,pi)) a = 0 . k 
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Hence, the nonzero elements among all e(^ a,j,f3'){Ui* — Z^ ^ (¾, k)tktl)e(^a'j',p) are of 
k 
the form A{iJ){e(^a,j,(3) _JlA[j ,k)e(aj ,k,^)) . Therefore, the claim follows. 
k 
Note that {ex \ A G SU} forms a basis for KA and hence U ¢. J for all i. Con-
sequently, Ti + 0 for all i e E. We conclude that {rJ^^s is a family of nonzero 
partial isometries satisfying (A) and they are generators of K j i ! J. 
Now, consider the representation theory of KA/ J'-
(1) If 7T is a unital *-representation of KjsJJ on a Hilbert space, then {7r(ri)} is 
a Cuntz-Krieger family. 
(2) Conversely, if {5'Jies is a Cuntz-Krieger family acting on a Hilbert space H, 
set 开(6(叫{’—) = S^SiS*S*. Then n is a *-representation of KA on H such that 
7T vanishes on all elements of the form t*U - Y1 A{iJ)tjt*. Hence, there exists a 
3 
*-representation 7r : K^JJ — C(Ji) sending r^  to Si. 
Now, for a G KA|J, put 
def 
|a||o == sup{||7r(a)|| 17T is a unital *-representation of K j ^ j J � 
which is a well-defined seminorm on KjJ J. 
Let AOA be the completion of (i^i/J)/{6 G i^^/J|||6||o = 0}, then AOA is a 
C*-algebra and has the same representation theory as Kji|J. Thus, if Si is the 
image of n in AOA^ then {AOA, { s J ) has the required universal property. 
Q.E.D. 
R e m a r k 3 .1 .2 Clearly, AOA is unique up to canonical isomorphism. Notice 
that by theorem 2.1.20 if A satisfies condition (I), then OA has the universal 
property. Hence OA and AOA are canonically isomorphic. 
3.2 Gauge action on AOA 
R e m a r k 3 .2 .1 Suppose that {sJ^gs is a Cuntz-Krieger family generating AOA-
Then for z G T ； {2:Si)iGS is another Cuntz-Krieger family generating AOA- By 
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remark 3.1.2, there is an automorphism X^ ofAOA sending Si to zSi for all i . 
Define X : T 一 Aut{AOA) hy z ^ A^ which is a strongly continuous action on 
T . We call it the gauge action on AOA-
From now on, use {^j^eE to denote a fixed Cuntz-Krieger family that generates 
AOA^ 
For the algebra AOA, we put : 
n = C^{EUu = S^SiS:St 11"| = |H = k, M, “ e MA} 
Tk = C ' { E l ^ I M = M = k, |JL, u e MA, i e S } 
Then they are unital and finite dimensional C*-algebras. 
Clearly, we have J\ � © 巧. 
iGS Let 00 
^A = U ^ ^ 
Vw^  
k—o 
We call it the AF-core of AOA- Let {AOA)^ be the fixed point algebra under the 
gauge action. Denote P : >4C^ A ^ {AOA)^ by X n^ f j Xt{X)dt , where dt is the 
normalized Haar measure on T. 
Remark 3.2.2 : 
(1)Itis easy to see t h a t P { X ) = X , f o r X G {AOAf and\\P{X)\\ < /^||Ai(X)||c?^ = 
\X\\. Hence, P is a conditional expectation. 
(2) Note that for X G {AOA}^, take a sequence {Xk) in the *-algebra generated 
bv \Si, 5 2 , . . • ’ Sn} such that lim Xk = X. Then X = P{X) = lim P{Xk). It is 
^ k^oo k~>oo 
easy to see that P{Xk) is in T^ for some large N. Hence X G J^A. Conversely, 
00 
it is easy to see that P、X、= X for X in U Tk and so it is also true for X in 
Aj^ o^ 
^A- Hence, {AOA)^ = ^A-
Recall: [1，lemma 2.2] Suppose B is a C*-algebra and P : G — Aut(B) is a 
strongly continuous action of a compact group G on B. If 7r is a representation 
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of B satisfying the following conditions: 
1. 7T is faithful on the fixed point algebra B^, and 
2. ||7r(/^/?,(6)d5)|| < ||7T(6)|| for all b G B, 
then 7T is faithful on B. 
T h e o r e m 3 . 2 . 3 Let B be a C*-algebra generated by a Cuntz-Krieger family 
{Ti|ies of nonzero partial isometries with respect to matrix A. Assume that there 
is an action p : T — Aut[B) satisfying _ 、 = m for i e E, t G T . Then 
{AOA, { 5 i } ) and (B, {TJ) are canonically isomorphic. 
Proof: Suppose B acting on a Hilbert space 7i. By the universal property of 
AOA, there is a *-representation n : AOA ^ ^ W such that 7r(&) = 7\ for 
i e E. We first claim that 7r is faithful on the fixed point algebra {AOA)^ = ^A-
oo 
We need to show that ker7r\jr^ = {0} . As J^A = U ^k- By [2, lemma 3.1], 
k=o 
~oo oo 
we have A:er7r|& = U (A:er7r|jr^n:rJ = U (A:er7r|jrJ. However, Tk = ® ^ k - It 
fc=o A;=o ies 
suffices to show that ker7rl,^ = 0 for arbitrary k e N and i G S. Now, since 
五么"=s^sis*sl with |/i| = k = |z/| span T^. It follows that A:er7r|jr^  = 0. Hence, 
7T is faithful on {AOA)^- Define n' : AOA — B by X H 7r{X). It suffices to show 
that 7T' is faithful. 
For i e S, t e T, 
/¾ 0 7T'(s0 = m = t7r\Si) 二 7T'(At(S^ 
Hence we have /¾ 0 7r' = iv, 0 A^  for t G T. For S G AOA, 







Now, by the above claim and [1, lemma 2.2], n' is faithful on AOA and so the 
theorem is proved. Q.E.D. 
Chapter 4 
The ideal structure of Oj[ and 
為 
4.1 Gauge-invariant ideals of AOA 
Recall that A is an n x n matrix with entries in {0, 1} and with no zero rows or 
columns. Also AOA is generated by a Cuntz-Krieger family {5^Jr=i-
L e m m a 4 .1 .1 Let A be an n x n irreducible permutation matrix. Let { c i j } be 
the usual matrix unit in Mn{C) and denote z : T — T by t ^ t the identity map 
of C ( T ) . Then {AOA, (¾}) is canonically isomorphic to ( C ( T ) 0 M ^ ( C ) , { 1 0 
621,1 � 632，..., 1 0 enn- i , z ® Cin}) (where l ( t ) ^ 1 for all t G T). Thus every 
irreducible representation of AOA is equivalent to a representation 4>t such that 
(|)t{Sj) 二 Sj for 1 < j < n - 1 and 4>t{Sn) = tSn-
Proof: We first claim that {1 0 e21,1 (¾ e32,. •.，1 0 Cnn- i ,之� ei„} is a Cuntz-
Krieger family of partial isometries generating C(T) 0 Mn{C). 
Notice that they are partial isometries generating C(T) 0 Mn{C). Since A is 
irreducible and is a permutation, by permutating rows and columns of A, we may 
39 
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assume that 
丨 0 0 … 0 1 
1 0 … 0 0 
A = 0 1 0 . . . 0 
• • • . • 
• 參 » 參 • 
• . • ‘ • 
乂 0 ••• 0 1 0 y 
Let Si = 1 0 621, 2^ = 1 (8) e32, . . . , 1 0 Sn-1 = 6nn-l, n^ = Z 0 e^n-
n n-1 n-1 
Then Y^ SiS* = ^ s,;s* + 5^< = E 1 � ^^+H+i + 1 � ^n 二 l c ( T ) _ ( c ) 
i=l i=l i=l 
and 
/ 
( l ( 8 ) e “ _ i ) ( l ( 8 ) e “ i i ) i > 2 
s\si = 1 0 eu = — 
{z<^ein){z<^6nl) i = 1 
V y 
Si-iS*_i i > 2 
= < 
SnS*n i = 1 
V 
n 
= Y , A { i J ) s i s ^ 
1=1 
We now claim that (C(T) (g) Mn(C), {1 0 e21,1 � e32,. •. , 1 0 e^n-i,^ 0 ein}) has 
the universal property stated in theorem 3.1.1. 
Given {TJ a Cuntz-Krieger family on some Hilbert space H, 
define p : Mn(C) — C{H) by p(e21) = Ti, p(e32) = T2, . . . , p(enn-i) = T^-i 
which is a well-defined *-representation of M^(C). 
And define n : C(T) — C{H) by 
Z ^ TnTn-l .--Ti + TiTn • "T2 + . . . + T,-1 • ..TJ； 
Note that 
^{z)4>{zY = {TnTn-l ‘ - -Ti + TiT, . --T2 + • • • + Tn-l - '-TiTn) 
{TnTn-l •. • Ti + TiTn . . . T^ + . . • + T , - 1 •. • TiTnT 
= T n T � + TiT* + . . . + Tn-lT:__i 
二 TlTl* + 7yr2* + . . . + 7;7;* 
= ^ { z y < p { z ) 
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Hence p is a well-defined *-representation of C(T). 
Now, 7T (g) p is the required *-representation. By remark 3.1.2, we conclude that 
{AOA, { & } ) ^ (C(T) 0 Mn{C), {1 0 621, 1 0 632, . . . , 1 � e^n-i, z 0 e i J ) . 
Notice that if a is an irreducible representation of C(T), since C(T) is abelian 
(hence a is just a character) and {z} spans C(T), the representation a is de-
termined by the value a(z) = t. As a{zz) = 1，we have t G T. On the other 
hand, the only irreducible representation of Mn(C) is the identity. Hence, any 
irreducible representation on C(T) (g) A4(C) is equivalent to 0¾ for some t e T 
such that 
^ t { l ^ e j + i j ) = 1 0 Cj+ij 1 < j < n - 1 
and0t(zOein) = tz 0 ein 
or equivalently, 
MSj) = Sj 1 < j < n - 1 
and 4>t{Sn) = tSn 
Q.E.D. 
From now on, by theorem 1.3.1, we assume that A is of canonical form. Recall 
that we define that i > j if there exists /i G MA with " i = i and fj.\^\ = j . Let 
^ = { j e S | ^ 2 z } . 
Let r ^ = { [ i ] I i 2 i } and A^ = {A{iJ))ij^j where 7 C S. 
Moreover, there is a well-defined partial ordering for the set F^ by [i] > [ j ] if 
i > j . 
Remark 4.1.2 : 
(1) for 7 G r ^ ; the submatrix A^ is one of the irreducible blocks in the decompo-
sition of the matrix A into the canonical form. 
(2) Suppose the irreducible blocks A^ corresponding to minimal elements 7 of the 
sQf Yj^ are not permutation matrices. Then given any i G E； we can find an index 
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j e 7 for some minimal element 7 G F ^ with the property that i > j . As 7 is not 
a permutation, we must find two different paths joining j to itself. It follows that 
A satisfies condition (I). 
Definition 4.1.3 : 
1. A subset H o / T ^ is called hereditary i f j 2 ^ H whenever 71 G H and 71 > 72. 
2. A subset X ofE is called hereditary i f j G X whenever i G X and i > j . 
For H C rA,let T>{H) = {i G S | for some j , k G U 7 with j > i > k]. A 
ieH 
saturation E( i f ) is the smallest subset N of S which contains T^{H) and all i G E 
for which A{i,j) = 1 implies j G N. 
R e m a r k 4 . 1 . 4 Let H C F^ be a hereditary subset. Then: 
(1) Suppose that i e E(i7) and j G E with i > j, then there is k G U 7 *h 
yGH 
k > i . Besides, since A has no zero columns or rows, there must have an element 
1 e [l] such that j > 1. As k > i > j > I，we have [k] > [ l ] . Since H is 
hereditary, [l] £ H and hence T>{H) is hereditary. Now, it is easy to see that 
Ti{H) is hereditary too. 
(2) For i e S ( r ^ \ H), there is k G U 7 wUh i > k. Note that k 0 S ( i J ) , 
1&TA\H 
hence so is L We get T.{H) C S \ S ( F ^ \ H). 
Conversely, for i G S \ T>{H), then i ¢. T>{H) and there is j 0 E ( i f ) such that 
A { i J ) = 1. Since j 0 T>{H), we can find an index jo such that i > jo jo 0 S ( i f ) 
and jo e [ j o ] . On the other hand, since A has no zero columns or rows, there is 
an index ko G [ko] such that ko > i . We must have [A:o] i H, otherwise [jo] G H 
and then i G E( i i f ) which is impossible. Consequently, i G S ( F ^ \ H). Therefore, 
E l ^ = s \ s ( r ^ \ i f ) ) . 
Let H be a hereditary subset of F^, we put 
I j j == the ideal of AOA generated by {^ ¾ | i G E(i/)}. 
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L e m m a 4 . 1 . 5 Let H be a hereditary subset ofTA- Then 
lH = sp{SaS*^ e AOA I a,0 e MA, either 以丨…G E{H) or / ¾ G T.{H)}. 
Moreover, In is a gauge-invariant ideal ofAOA-
Proof : Notice that Si e In for i e TJJP). In fact, we have {i\Si G In} 5 
T>{H). It suffices to show that {i\Si G In} is saturated. Suppose i e E with the 
following property: j G {l\Si G /7^} whenever A{i,j) = 1. Then Si = SiS*Si = 
Si E A{iJ)SjS^^ = E A{z,j)SiSjS* e In- Let 
jeE jes 
I 二 sp{5^a^ G AOA I a, 0 G MA, either a,,, G S(i7) or "丨剑 G E{H^ 
Thus, we have I C 1^. It suffices to show that I is an ideal. Let SaS^ G /，and 
Sf,S; be any word in AOA such that S ^ S a S } • 0. Then 
‘ n 
^:^(^1^1,^)¾(¾)* Oi = V 
i=i 
S^S*SaS*^ = S^a'S*p a = va' 
^(¾.')* ^ = oa/ 
\ 
is in I since E ( / / ) is hereditary. Hence I is an ideal. The fact that In is gauge-
invariant follows immediately. 
Q.E.D. 
For X C E, let Px = E SiS; and M ^ W = {^ ^ MA | ^M e X for 1 < i < |川}. 
iex 
R e m a r k 4 . 1 . 6 : I f H is hereditary, then E(iiT) is also hereditary. In fact, 
� for a G M.A,� have unique expression a = a1a2 for some ai G A^^(S \ 
W n ) . «2 G MA{Wn)-
(2) For | j , e MA{^ \ ^{H)) with |i — 0, we have 
P m ) S , p ^ = ( ^ ¾ ^ * ) ¾ ( ^ s , s ; ) = 0 
ie^Ui) je^{H) 
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Hence, {Sf,P^S* | /a G M A { ^ \ ^ { H ) ) , jjL + 0 } forms a class ofpairwise orthog-
onal projections. Moreover, these projections are orthogonal to P^^-
(3) Let W = {S^Sl G AOA \ " , v G > U ( ^ M ) } . Then P ^ S = S = S P ^ 
for any S G W. 
L e m m a 4 .1 .7 The elements Ck = P^H] + Yl ^¾^¾^ k = 
A e^7WA(s\sW),i<lMl<fc 
1, 2 , . . . , forms an approximate identity for I f j . (A net {ux)xeA 切 a C*-algehra 
A is called an approximate identity if lim uxa = a = lim aux for any a e A.) 
AGA AGA 
Proof : Note that we have S^ S*^  = S J " _ S � i f a!— G T.[H) or /？丨剑 G E( i f ) . 
Hence, by lemma 4.1.5, every element of In can be approximated by linear com-
bination of elements of the form T 二 4 ¾ ^ * ¾ for some /i, v G MA- By remark 
4.1.6, write // = A^, v = 76 where A, 7 G > l ^ ( S \ E(R) ) and K, 6 G MA{^{H)). 
For A = 0, we have e^T = P^T = T for any k e N. Assume that A + 0, T — 0, 
then 
^ p _ . _ . — / S,P^A{]XlK,)S. K — 0 
*^ ^^ E?FY*^ A^ A^ K — 八 
( ) i SxP_SiSx ^ = 0 
‘ S x S . ^ + 0 
= < � S x P ^ ^ = 0 
Now, for k > |A|, 
efcT = P f j j j ) T + X ] SpP^^^S*pT 
/zGM (^E\^ )^,l<|/.|<fc 
二 0 + ^ ^ ¾ ¾ ^ * ¾ ¾ * ^ ^ ¾ ^ ^ ^ 
^x^MA{^\nH))^<\^i-\<k 
= X ] (S^ Ji ^ ^ ¾ ) (Sx P^Hj^x) Sx S^ pEij^^6 ^7 
AteXA(sX^ )^,i<|^|<fc 
= S x P^ij^^x S\ S^ P^(fTjS^ S^ 
= T 
Similarly, Te^ = T for k > |7|. 
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Q.E.D. 
T h e o r e m 4 . 1 . 8 The map H n^ In is a lattice isomorphism from the collection 
of all hereditary subsets of F^ onto the set of all closed gauge-invariant ideals of 
{AOA, {Si)ie^)- Moreover, {i G E | Si e In} = S(i7) andMU/lH is canonically 
isomorphic to AOA" where A" = ^s\Em'灯乂‘ 二 ^^H), then AOA' is a full 
corner in In-
Proof:: 
Claim 1: Let I is closed gauge-invariant ideal of AOA, and C = {i | Si G /}，H = 
{7 G r ^ I 7 C C}. Then we have C = T>(H). 
First note that if C = 0, then {Si + I)iei: is a family of nonzero partial isometries 
satisfying (A) that generates the C*-algebra AOA/I- Moreover, since I is gauge-
invariant, for z G T, the map A^  : ^C>^/7 � AOA/I^ a + 11~> A^(a) + 1 (where 
Az is defined in remark 3.2.1) is a well-defined *-epimorphism. If A“a) e / ’ then 
/s 
a = A^(A^(a)) G A^(/) C I. Hence, A^  is an automorphism. By theorem 3.2.3, 
AOA/I = AOA, it follows that I = 0. Hence, if I — 0, then C + 0 and hence 
H — 0. Clearly, C D U 7 and for i G C, j G S with A{i,j) = 1, we have 
j&H 
Sj 二 A[i,j)SjS*jSj = S*SiSj e 1. Therefore j G C and so C is hereditary. It 
follows that C 3 E( / f ) . Moreover, C is saturated since Si = SiS*Si = Y1 SiSjS* 
jes 
for any i e E. We conclude that C ^ E( / / ) . 
Conversely, suppose E(iif) is properly contained in C, then take an index 
i e C \ H[H). By the definition of T^(H), there exists an index j 乞 E( i f ) such 
that A{i,j) = 1. As C is hereditary, j G C \ T>(H). Hence, we can finally find an 
element [u] € TA such that [ii] C C \ E(i7). But by the definition of H, [u] G H 
and so [u] G E(iif). It leads to a contradiction. Therefore, C = E(i^"). 
Claim 2: I = In where H = {7 G F^ | 7 C C} . 
By claim 1, we clearly have In Q I. Hence, T,{H) = C = {i \ Si G /} 2 
{i I Si e In}- By lemma 4.1.5, {i | Si G In] ^ S( i f ) . Therefore, I and In con-
tain precisely the same generators {Si \ i G E(i7)}. It follows that the algebras 
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A O A / I n , A O A / I are generated by the Cuntz-Krieger families of nonzero par-
tial isometries associated to A" = E \ S(i7). Since In, I are gauge-invariant, 
AOA/ lH, A O A / I admit gauge actions. By theorem 3.2.3, we have A O A " H = 
AOA" = AOA/I- Hence In = I. It is clear that the map H n^ In is order-
preserving and bijective. 
Claim 3: Let A' = A^(^n), then AOA' is a full corner in In-
For any nonzero word S^S* G AOA, we have the following cases: 
case 1: /i, V • 0, then 
P^{H)S|uStPj:iH) = ( ^ SiS*)S,^S*{ [ SiS-) 
iGi:{H) i&E{H) 
二 I S^S； i f ^ j y i e E ( H ) 
0 otherwise 
\ 
case 2: ^ or v = 0, W l . O . G . , we assume z/ = 0, then 
P^iH)S,stP^m = ( E 城糊*丄 E 鄉 
ieT,{H) ieT,{H) 
‘ E 4 " M , J ) 4 ^ 5 ; i { ^ , e m ) 
= < ^S(H) 
0 otherwise 
\ 
Since Ts{H) is hereditary, we have P^iH)AOAP^{H) C C*{Si\i G E ( i / ) } . Con-
versely, for i e E{H), Si = PE(H)SiP^(H)- Hence, Pj:(H)AOAPi:(H) 二 C^*{&|< e 
m ) } -
Now, for any z G T, Az|i^(")>to^s(") gives the gauge action on C*{Si\i G 
Y.{H)}. By theorem 3.2.3, we get AOA' = P^{H)AOAPnH) = P^H)lHP^H)-
Finally, if J is an ideal in In that contains all Si whenever i G S(iif), then J 
must contain all Si whenever i G S(i7). By lemma 4.1.5, In = J- Therefore, 
AOA' is full in In-
Q.E.D. 
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Corollary 4 .1 .9 I f A satisfies condition (I), and H is a hereditary subset ofTA, 
then OA/In = AOA- where A" = S \ E ( i / ) . 
Proof: If A satisfies condition (I), then AOA = ^A by the uniqueness of OA^ 
By theorem 4.1.8, OA/In = AOA- where A" 二 2 \ S(i7). 
Q.E.D. 
Corollary 4 .1 .10 Suppose thatA is in the canonicalform with the irreducible di-
agonal blocks numbered from the bottom as A)” A^^, •.., A^^. Let Hj = {7¾ 11 < 
i < j } . Then we have a composition series 
{0 } <3 !Hi < lH2 < . . . < lHm-i < ^ ^ A 
such that each subquotient InJlMj-i contains afull corner canonically isomorphic 
to AOA,.. 
Proof: Note that we have a series of hereditary subsets 
0 c Hi C H2 c . . . C Hm = TA 
By theorem 4.1.8, we get 
{0} 0 In, < lH2 < •.. 0 lHm-i < AOA 
and AOA/lHj = AOA- where A'J = A^^ ^ ^ . Clearly, Inj+JInj is an ideal of 
AOA/lHj- Let q : AOA — AOA/lHj be the quotient map and K = i/^-+i \ Hj 
which is a hereditary subset of F^y. By lemma 4.1.5, 
I x = s p { , a ^ I o^H or 辟卢丨 G T>{K)} 
=q{sp{SaS*^ I tt|N or / ¾ G S( i f j+ i ) } ) 
Hence, 7^ == q(J^Hj+!) = iHj+JIny By theorem 4.1.8, Ix admits a full corner 
乂〜1. 
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Q.E.D. 
T h e o r e m 4 . 1 . 1 1 Let I be any ideal ofAOA which is not gauge-invariant. Then 
the followings are equivalent: 
( i ) J is a maximal gauge-invariant ideal o f I . 
( i i ) J = < Si I Si e I > ( the closed ideal generated by Si that Si G I ) . 
(in) J = n A . ( / ) . 
z£T 
Proof; Let J' = sp{SaS*^ \ 5 ,^^ , o r Q ^ e I } . Clearly, J' C < 5 ' , | ^ e / > . Note 
that for any 5«5； e J � S ^ S t in AOA such that S^S;SaS*^ + 0, then 
f : A ( a | , | , j ) ^ ( ^ ) * Oi = v 
i=i 
S^S;SaS*^ = S—S*p a = voL' 
^ ( V ' ) * V = oa/ 
V 
Note that if Si G I and A{i,j) = 1，then Sj = SjS*Sj = S;SiSj G I. Hence, J' 
is an ideal and so J' = < Si \ Si G I � . It follows that < Si | Si G I > is gauge-
invariant. 
Now, if J is a maximal gauge-invariant ideal in / , then < J, Si | Si G I > is 
a gauge-invariant ideal in I containing J. By maximality of J, we have Si G J 
whenever Si G / . Note that the algebras AOA/J and AOA/J' contains the same 
generators of AOA and they admit gauge actions. Hence, A O A / J — A O A " — 
AOA/J' where A" 二 4{i|Si0/}. Hence, J = J' 二 < Si | Si G I � . 
Lastly, we clearly have J C 门 A^(/). Conversely, as A^  is an automorphism, 
2GT 





Corollary 4 .1 .12 Let I be any ideal ofAOA which is not gauge-invariant. Then 
there is only one maximal gauge-invariant ideal in I . 
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Proo f : By theorem 4.1.11, it follows immediately. 
Q.E.D. 
Corollary 4 .1 .13 Suppose A satisfies condition (I) and let I be any nonzero 
ideal ofAOA{- OA)- Then I contains a nonzero gauge-invariant ideal 
Proof : W.L.O.G., assume that I is not gauge-invariant. By theorem 4.1.11, it 
suffices to show that {i | Si G / } + 0. Suppose not, then the a l g e b r a � � � � is 
generated by a Cuntz-Krieger family of nonzero partial isometries {Si + I}ie^. 
By the uniqueness of C^4, we have C U / / = OA- Then I = {0 } that contradicts 
to the assumption. 
Q.E.D. 
Corollary 4 .1 .14 Suppose A satisfies condition (I). Then OA is simple if and 
only if A is irreducible. 
Proof: By corollary 4.1.13, OA is simple if and only if it admits no non-trivial 
gauge-invariant ideals. It is easy to see that it is the case if and only if F^ has 
only one element. Equivalently, it is said that A is irreducible. 
Q.E.D. 
/ 
4.2 The primitive ideal space of AOA 
Definition 4 .2 .1 A matrix A is said to satisfy condition (II) if none of the 
irreducible blocks in the canonical representation of A is a permutation matrix. 
Clearly, we see that condition (II) implies condition (I). 
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T h e o r e m 4 . 2 . 2 Suppose A satisfies condition ( I I ) . Then the map H — In is a 
lattice isomorphism from the collection ofall hereditary subsets o/F^ onto the set 
of all closed ideals ofCU and the quotient OA/In - OA» where A" = A^^^^. 
Proof: Given any ideal I of OA, then by the proof of lemma 4.1.5, we have {i G 
S I Si G /} 二 {i G E I Si G In} = W^. Then { ^ + 11 i G S \ E{H)} and {Si + 
I f j I i e E \ T>{H)} are two families of nonzero partial isometries satisfying the 
Cuntz-Krieger condition with respect to ^s\EW" By the remark 4.1.6 (2), we 
have E \ T>{H) = ^(1^ \ H). Clearly, ^^(rAW) has no zero columns or rows. 
Moreover, it satisfies condition (II). By the uniqueness of OA, we get OA/ I = 
OA" = OA/In- Hence, I = In and so the map is onto. 
Suppose that In = Iw for some hereditary subsets H, H' of F^. Then S ( i J ) = 
{i G E I Si e I f f } = {i e E I Si e 1^} = ^{H'). It follows that H = H'. 
Q.E.D. 
Proposit ion 4 . 2 . 3 Suppose A satisfies condition ( I I ) . For F C F^, topologise 
TA hy the closure operation F = {S G r ^ | S > 7 , 3 ? G F } . And for 7 e r^； 
let H’ = {^ G r^ I 8 ^ 7}. Then the map I : F^ — Prim(CU)�7 ^ In^ is a 
homeomorphism. 
Proof: It is easy to check that the closure operation satisfies the Kuratowski's 
closure axioms so that the map F H F defines a topology on F^. 
We first need to show that the map I is well-defined. Note that for 7 G F^, 
a e H^ and a > S. Then S ^  7, otherwise a 贫 H^. Hence H, is hereditary. 
Moreover, it is easy to see that H^ is the largest hereditary subset of F^ not 
containing 7. Observe that F^ \ H^ = {^ | b > 7} has a unique minimal element 
7, hence any hereditary subset L strictly containing H, must contains 7. Hence, 
L is the smallest when L = i^7U{7}. By theorem 4.2.2, any ideal strictly contains 
In^ also contains /H^u{7>- However, we always have Iu^ = ker(hull(///^^})). It 
follows that In^ is primitive and the map is well-defined. 
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Now we are going to show that I is bijective. Suppose that In^ = In^ for 
some 7, x G F^. By theorem 4.2.2, we have H^ = H^. It is easy to check that 
the only element r] G F^ \ H^ making H^ U {r]} hereditary is 7. It follows that 
H^ U { 7 } = Hx U { 7 } = Hx U { x } . Hence, 7 = x. Thus I is one-to-one 
Now given any J G Prim(C^i), then there is a hereditary subset H of F^ such 
that J = lH. As In = J is primitive, it follows that OA" = OA/In is primitive. 
Hence, any finite intersection of nonzero closed ideals must be nonzero. Suppose 
that 7 i , . . . , 7no are minimal elements of r^" for some n � > 2. Then each In^, is 
nonzero. Moreover, we have In^^ 门/丑72门...门了丑7«0 = • since 丑飞丄门...nH,nQ = 0. 
It contradicts the fact that {0 } is an primitive ideal of C^4�. Therefore the minimal 
element of TA" is unique and we denote it by 7 0 . It suffices to show that H = H’ 
For a G H and if a > 7 0 , then 70 G H and so 70 乞 r ] " which is a contradic-
tion. Therefore H C H’ Conversely, for a ^ H, then a G IV ' and so a > 70. 
It follows that a 0 H^^ • Thus I is onto. 
Finally we need to show that I is a homeomorphism. By the definition of 
the topologies of r ^ and Prim(C^4), it suffices to show that I{F) = I{F) for any 
F e TA- Note that S > 7 分 Hs ^ H^ ^ I{S) D / (7 ) . Note that I{S) is primitive 
and so is prime. Besides, F is a finite set. Therefore, I{6) 3 / (7 ) for some 7 G 
F <^ I(6) 2 n J(7)- Now, for any F G r^, we have 
ieF 
I { F ) = { I { S ) ] 6 > j 3 j e F } 
= { I { S ) l I { 6 ) ^ I { ^ ) 3 ^ e F } 
= { m i m 2 f ] i { 7 ) } 
7€F 
= a l l primitive ideals containing 门 / ( 7 ) 
7eF 
=hul l (ker(7(F) ) ) 
二 m 
Q.E.D. 
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/ j^' Y \ 
L e m m a 4 . 2 . 4 Let A = where P is a permutation matrix and P 
\ 0 P ) 
is the unique minimal irreducible diagonal block in A. Then there is a primitive 
C*-algehra B C jC{H^) generated by a Cuntz-Krieger family { T j ^ e s of partial 
isometries with respect to A. Moreover, there exists a projection Q in B with finite 
rank such that QBQ = C*{Tn_|P|+i,.. . , T J ^ M,p|(C) and I = BQB = K { 7 i i ) , 
where |P| denotes the order ofP. 
Proof: As P is a permutation matrix, we can choose a Cuntz-Krieger family 
{&}r=i on a Hilbert space H such that {5^JL^__|P|+i is a family of rank-one 
partial isometries which satisfies the Cuntz-Krieger condition with respect to P. 
It follows that C*{5n -|P|+l, . . . , Sn} = M|P|(C). 
For each j between n and n — |P| + 1, let Sj be the unit vector spanning the 
range o f ^ . LetS = { S ^ e j ^ O l f i e M A , 1 < / i ^ < n-|P|, n -|P| + l < j < n} 
which is an orthonormal set. Let Hi = ^S. Note that for i = 1, 2,. •. ,n, we 
have 
Si{Sf,6j) = A{i,fj.i)S^iejeni 
SKSn6j) = \/xi^ u2，...’〜|ej G Hi 
Hence C*{Si | i e S } acts invariantly on H\. Let F\ be the orthogonal projection 
from n onto Hi, then F i ^ = SiP! 二 PiSiPi for all i. Let 7] = PSi for i G E, then 
[Ti)i^Y, is a Cuntz-Krieger family of partial isometries on Hi with respect to A. 
Let B = C*{Ti I i G S } and let Q = Yl TjT* which is a finite rank projection 
j>n-\P\ + l 
and it is easy to see that I = QBQ = C*{T, | n - \P\ + 1 < i < n} ^ M,p|(C). 
It is clear that I C K{Hi) since I is generated by the finite rank projection Q. 
Conversely, Given any S^ej, S^ G S, let Oe^^ej be the rank one operator sending 
ej to ek. Then 6s^e,,s,e, = 4 1 , 6 ] ¾ e I since 6>e,,e, G QBQ. 
Lastly, as B C I 二 K{Hi), the inclusion map i : B ~^ £(7^^) gives a faithful 
irreducible representation of B. Therefore B is a primitive C*-algebra. 
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Q.E.D. 
( j ^ ' Y \ 
L e m m a 4 .2 .5 Let A = where D is the unique minimal irreducible 
\ 0 D ) 
diagonal block ofA. Let 1^ be the unique minimal gauge-invariant ideal ofAOA-
Then all primitive ideals of AOA not containing 1^ are strictly contained in 1^. 
Consequently Io is essential (i.e. Io 门 J + 0 for any nonzero ideal J ofAOA)-
Proof: If D is not a permutation matrix, then AOn is simple. Hence Fiim{AOD)= 
{ { • } } . By theorem 4.1.8, AOn is full in In and by corollary 1.2.15, Pr im( / / ) )= 
{7^77^|J G Fnm{AOD)} 二 { { • } } . By theorem 1.2.10 P W ^ ( ^ C > ^ ) = { K } 
where K is the unique primitive ideal in AOA such that i^n/^> = {•}. For z G T, 
\^{K) is also primitive and A^(X)n/D = A,(K)nA^(In) = Az(KnIn) = {0} . It 
follows that Xz(K) = K and so K is gauge-invariant. However, / p is the unique 
minimal gauge-invariant ideal in AOA, it follows that K 二 0. 
Suppose D is a permutation matrix, then Piim{AOD) = {Jz = ker(/>^  | z G T } 
by lemma 4.1.1 where 么(&) = Si for 1 < i < n - 1 and ^z{Sn) = zSn. By 
corollary 1.2.15, Prim(7p) = (T^JJ^\z G T} . It follows that Yxim^^{AOA)= 
{P e Prim(ZC^4)|Pn In = loJolD, z G T} . Let {Ti}^^^ be the Cuntz-
Krieger family of partial isometries generating the primitive C*-algebra B as 
in lemma 4.2.4. Note that {T1,T2,...,Tn_1,2:T^} is a Cuntz-Krieger family of 
partial isometries generating B. By the universal property of AOA, there is an 
*-epimorphism 
f Ti i + n 
•z : AOA — B such that � � = < . N o t e that B is primitive, 
[zTn i = n 
we have ker* is primitive in AOA- It is clear that k e r * 2 !D since Si 0 k e r * 
for all i. It means ker^^ ^ Vxmi^^{AOA) and it is easy to see that ker?/；^ 门 
A O o = ker(?!)^  = J .^ Hence ker0z 门 In = ^nJz^D by corollary 1.2.15. Therefore, 
Fiim^^{AOA) = {ker^ , | z G T } . Now ker^, C {s G AOAlM^) e K ( n ^ ) } = 
xp"^{K{H^)) C lD since {K{7i^)) is generated by {Tn-\D\+i, •. -,^n}-
• 
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Given any nonzero ideal L of AOA^ we have L = ker(hull(L)) by theorem 
1.2.3. Suppose that Io 门 L = {0 } , then for any nonzero a G In, we have a 0 I 
for some primitive ideal I D L. It follows that I 2 ^D and so In 5 I 5 L. But 
as Ir, n L = {0 } , L 二 {0 } which is a contradiction. Therefore, Io is essential 
Q.E.D. 
Corollary 4 . 2 . 6 AOA is primitive if and only i f A has a unique minimal irre-
ducible diagonal block D which is not a permutation matrix. 
Proo f : Suppose that AOA is primitive and A has two different minimal irre-
ducible blocks 7i, 72, then I � H ly^ = {0}. It contradicts to the fact that A O A 
is prime and so A should have a unique minimal diagonal block D. Suppose 
that D is a permutation, then AOo = C{T,M\D\{C)) which is not primitive. 
On the other hand, as {0 } G Prim(^C)^), we have {0 } G Prim(//)) and hence 
{0} e Pr im(^^^) which contradicts that AOn is not primitive. 
Conversely, A O o is simple and so {0 } G Vxim{AOD)- It follows that {0 } G 
Prim(^C^^) since 1^ is essential. 
Q.E.D. 
L e m m a 4 . 2 . 7 For any P G Prim[AOA), there is a unique largest gauge-invariant 
ideal I and a unique smallest gauge-invariant ideal J such that I C P C J. Let 
H, K he the hereditary subsets of TA corresponding to /，J respectively. Then 
there is 7 G F ^ such that H 二 {6 G F ^ | 8 ^ 7 } and K = H U { 7 } . 
/ •. \ 
Proof: Write A = 72 where 71’ 72, . . • are irreducible blocks or 
\ 71 y 
strictly upper triangular matrices in the canonical form of the matrix A. Let 
Hi = {71}, H2 = {71, 72}，.... By corollary 4.1.10，we have the chain 
{0} 0 In, < lH2 < . . . 0 lHi < AOA 
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Now, given any primitive ideal P, there is the largest index j such that I f j j ^ P 
and /丑州 g P. Let 7 = 7,-+1, H = {6 G F^ | 6 t 7 } and K = H U {7}. 
We first show that In C P. Clearly, Hj C H and Hj+i g H. If H C i^+i , 
then Hj C H C i^jU{7} = Hj+i. It follows that H = Hj since Hj+i + H. Hence, 
In 二 lHj C P. If H g Hj+i, then Hj+i n H 二 Hj and so /丑计丄 fl In = lHj [ P. 
As P is primitive, we get In ^ P' 
Secondly, we show that P g 7^- Consider AOA" = AOA/In where A " = 
^s({6|6>7})- Note that A" admits unique minimal element 7. By lemma 4.2.5, we 
have P/In 5 /7 or P|lH £ A . Equivalently, we have P 3 Ix or P C 1�.Note 
that 
K n iJ,-+i = (/fu{7Dn(if,u{7}) 
= H j U {7} 
= H j + i 
Therefore Hj+i C K and so /丑计丄 C I^. As ///.+, g 尸，In % P and hence 
P g i K . 
Lastly, it is clear that In is the largest gauge-invariant ideal in P since H 
is the largest hereditary subset of F^ not containing 7. Moreover, 1^ is the 
smallest gauge-invariant ideal properly containing P since H U { 7 } is the smallest 
hereditary subset of F^ containing H. 
Q.E.D. 
Lemma 4.2.8 Let a, /?, 7 G TA and let H^ = {(5 | 6 ^ 7 } . Then 
(1) The map P — {P/In^) n XC^4_^ is a homeomorphism from P^ = {P E 
hull{lH,) I P C lH,u{^}} onto Pmm{AOA,). 
(2) I f a ^ P and j3 > a, then P^ f l P^ = 0 and Q C P for any Q G 尸…P G P^. 
(3) It a 2 |3 and f3 ^ a， then P^ n Pp = 0. Moreover, Q g P and P g Q for 
any Q G Pa, P ^ P|3. 
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(4) For any P, Q G Pa, then either P = Q or Q g P and P g Q. 
(5) Prim{AOA) is the disjoint union of {Pa | ot G !^4}. 
Proof: 
(1) Let q : AOA — AOA/lH^ be the quotient map and let A" = ^ 2 \ E ^ -
Then AOA/In^ = AOA"- Note that 7 is the unique minimal element in r " / , 
the primitive ideals of AOA" not containing 1^  are strictly contained in 1^  by 
lemma 4.2.5. Note that q : hull(///^) — Prim(jC^4") by J ^ J|Iu^ is a home-
omorphism by theorem 1.2.11 and P^ = {P G hull(///^) | P C lH^u{y}} = {P ^ 
hnW{lH^) I P C q-^{I^)}. Furthermore, if J G hull(/j^J, then J is properly con-
tained in lH^u{^} if and only if q{J) is properly contained in I^. Or equivalently, 
q{J) G Viim^^{AOA")- It shows that q' = q\p^ ： P^ 一 Prim"(>4C>A") is a 
homeomorphism. Note that the map J ^ J 门 1^ is a homeomorphism from 
Vxim^^{AOA") onto Prim(/)) and the map K ^ AOA^ H K is a homeomorphism 
from Prim(7^) onto Prim(^^^^). By compositing all the maps above, we get the 
map P h~> P/In^ 门 AOA^ which is a homeomorphism. 
(2) Suppose a ^ p, f3 > a, we first show that H。C Hp. Let 7 G Ha, we 
must have 7 ^ P as 7 ^ a. So i / « C Hp and H^ 7^  Hf3 since a G Hp \ Ha- By 
theorem 4.1.11, In^ C ^ . For Q G P^, P G F^, we have 
lHa. Q Q £ q—l(Ia) = ^HaU{a} Q ^ ^ 尸 £ ^U{/3} 
I t follows that Pa n Pf3 = 0 and Q C P. 
(3) Suppose a ^ /?, 0 ^ a, Q e Pa and Q e P3. Suppose there is R G PanPp. 
Then /丑。C R C /^^u{a} and ^ C R C ^u{/5}- It follows that In^ C 1只脚曰 ^ 
R C /HaU{a} which is a contradiction since a G Hp. Suppose P C Q, then 
lH^ c Q c /^^u{a} and lH, C P C Q 
It follows that lHaUHp Q Q £ i^7aU{a} which is again a contradiction. 
(4) Let a G F^- If ct is not a permutation, then AOAc. is simple and hence 
P^ is a singleton. If a is a permutation, then the irreducible representations of 
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AOAa. are of the form (j>t such that ^{Sj) = Sj for 1 < j < n - 1 and (j>{Sn) = tSn 
by lemma 4.1.1 . It is easy to see that the primitive ideals kei{^x) of AOA^ are 
maximal. By (1), the result follows. 
(5) It follows from (2), (3) immediately. 
Q.E.D. 
Theorem 4 .2 .9 For 7 G TA, set X^ = Prim{AOA^) and X = U X^. For any 
ieVA 
F C X, define F = U ( ( F f l X ^ ) U U ^s) where FnX^ is the closure 
— {7|FnX 7^^ 0} 6>j 
ofFn Xy in Xy. 
Then the map 
h : Prim{AOA) — X、P H P / l H , n JC:)A^ for P G P^ 
is a homeomorphism. 
Proof: Note that the closure operation satisfies the Kuratowski's closure axioms. 
By lemma 4.2.8, h : Prim(^C>A) — X is a well-defined one-to-one onto mapping. 
It suffices to show that h_i(T) = h-^{F) for any F C X . 
h-i(7) = h - \ U (FfD^uyx,)) 
{71 FnXy#0} (5>7 
= J ( h - \ F n x ^ ) u \ J P s ) 
{7|FnX^^0} <5>7 
= U ( { P e P , l P D n h - ' ( L ) j u i | F s ) ) 
{7|FnX^/0} LGFnX-, <5>7 
= J {尸 ^ Pf3 I P > 7 and P 二 f ] /i"^(L)} (By lemma 4.2.8 (2)) 
{7|FnXy#0} L&FnXj 
C { P e Fhm{AOA) I P 2 p | h-'(L)} 
LGF 
= " - l ( F ) 
Conversely, for any P G h_ i ( r ) , then F G Prim(AC>A) and 
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FD n h-\L)= n n h-\L). 
LeF {51 FnJ5s:6 #0} LeFnXs 
As #{6 I F n X6 + 0} < #TA < +oo, we have P D fl h'^L) for some 7 
1/£尸门乂6 
such that F n X5 + 0. By lemma 4.2.8(1) and (5), In, C 门 /i—i(L) C P 
LeiWCy 
and there is a unique j3 e r ^ such that P G P^. It follows that In^ is the largest 
gauge-invariant ideal in P and so H^ C Hfs. 
If H^ = H(3 ’ then 7 = /? and so P G h'^F). 
If H^ + Hp, then H^ C (—)i^. We must have f3 > 7，otherwise f5 in H, 
which is a contradiction. It shows that P G h~^{F) and it completes the proof. 
Q.E.D. 
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